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Students face
£16,000 fees
for Oxbridge
Sian Griffiths
EDUCATION EDITOR

OXFORD and Cambridge universities could be allowed to
increase fees to as much as
£16,000 a year under plans
being considered for the Tory
manifesto, David Willetts, the
former higher education
minister has revealed.
In an interview with The
Sunday Times, Willetts said he
had held talks with a dozen of
Britain’s top universities to
explore whether they would
want to buy their students’
loan debts and try to collect
them. In return, they would
expect to raise fees above the
current £9,000-a-year limit.
“There is a long-standing
issue with Oxbridge, because
their distinctive high model
means that the £9,000 does
not cover all their costs,”
Willetts said.
Both universities confirmed that they estimated
they needed up to £16,000 to
cover the costs of teaching
students in small groups and
within the expensive college
system and currently funded
the gap themselves.
The government faces a
debt timebomb. Latest estimates suggest that up to 45%
of the loans students borrow
for university fees and living
expenses will never be repaid ,
because graduates will not
command high enough salaries.
A
research
exercise
tracking how successful
170,000 graduates have been
in starting lucrative careers
over the past 20 years is
expected to spark demands
that taxpayers stop paying for
students to take degrees with
poor salary prospects.
Willetts said he understood
that the research by the
Cambridge and Harvard professors Anna Vignoles and Neil
Shephard showed “the most
prestigious universities [such
as Oxford, Cambridge, and
theRussellGroupinstitutions]
had the best loans repayment
rates”.
If they were to take on their
graduates’ loans, he said, they
“would have a pretty solid
stream of income from repayments”. Graduates with some
of the lowest salaries and
repayment rates are understood to have studied for
degrees at former polytechnics in inner-city areas.
Willetts pointed out, however, that the data was likely
to be mixed. On computer
studies courses, for instance,
he said the unemployment
rate six months after graduation varied from 20% at some
universities to 4% at others,
with Glasgow Caledonian

David Willetts says the elite
universities’ tuition costs more
University having one of the
best employment records.
Willetts
wants
the
Vignoles/Shephard study to
be published so that 18-yearolds know which degrees will
give them the best chance of
high lifetime earnings. He said
it would transform the debate
on social mobility if teenagers
understood where and what
they needed to study to have a
well-paid career.
Figures suggest that 80% of
graduates from Russell Group
universities earn more than
£21,000 three years later. The
threshold above which graduates start repaying student
loans is £12,000 a year.
The figure for Guild HE
universities, which include
institutions such as Glyndwr,

Elite’s grip
tightens
A new analysis by the
Sutton Trust reveals that
in 2011-12 five top
schools supplied as
many entrants to
Oxbridge as 1,800 state
schools who also send it
students.
Westminster, Eton, St
Paul’s, Hills Road Sixth
Form College
(Cambridge) and Peter
Symonds College
(Winchester) produced
260 Oxbridge students.
The trust’s Lee Elliott
Major said: “The concern
is that a small cadre of
schools and colleges is
tightening its grip on
elite university places.”
The proportion of
A-level students from
comprehensives
progressing to the
country’s 30 most
demanding universities
fell from 23% in
2008-9 to 19% in
2011-12.

Leeds Trinity and Southampton Solent, is 60% and the
proportion
for
Million+
universities, which include
Sunderland,
Bolton
and
Staffordshire, is 65%.
Nick Hillman, head of the
Higher Education Policy
Institute think tank and a
former special adviser to the
business department, said:
“There is going to be a big
debate about whether degrees
with bad job outcomes should
be funded by the taxpayer
when the Vignoles/Shephard
research is published this
autumn.”
Universities UK, which
represents leading institutions, announced last week
that it was launching a
working party to explore
future changes to the loans
system. It was addressed by
Vignoles at its first session.
The group will publish its
plans, which are likely to
include a push to raise tuition
fees, next spring, putting
pressure on all political parties
before the May election.
Labour is considering
proposals to cut tuition fees to
£6,000. The party’s higher
education spokesman, Liam
Byrne, will publish proposals
this month to scrap the
government’s costly plans to
allow universities to recruit as
many students as they want
from 2015.
Instead, he will say a
Labour government would
pay for more students to
attend university only if they
were recruited to new technical degrees linked to
apprenticeships.
Vice-chancellors
are
warning that competition for
this year’s students will be the
most ferocious yet, with
universities
falling
over
themselves to offer incentives
such as fee waivers, scholarships and iPads to entice
students.
The government has agreed
that universities can recruit an
extra 30,000 students this
year as long as they have ABB
grades at A-level.
Although Willetts said he
would like Oxford and
Cambridge to “admit students
from a wider range of backgrounds and schools”, critics
fear that a rise in fees will
further deter poor students
from applying to England’s
top two universities.
@siangriffiths6
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Blueﬁn tuna found
in one of the
northernmost
regions yet
recorded

ICELAND

Arctic Circle
Warming waters in the
north Atlantic mean
blueﬁn tuna found near
Greenland may have
originated from
eastern or western
Atlantic stocks

TUNA RANGE
Atlantic blueﬁn tuna have two
main spawning grounds: the
Gulf of Mexico and the western
Mediterranean. Both populations
venture further north in summer,
but avoid colder waters
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Tuna follow global
warming to Arctic
Jonathan Leake
SCIENCE EDITOR

BLUEFIN tuna have been
caught as far north as the east
coast of Greenland for the first
time in more than 300 years in
what scientists say is one of the
clearest signs of rising ocean
temperatures.
Three were caught within
100 miles of the Arctic Circle in
a trawl carried out by five
chartered vessels with Danish
researchers onboard. The
scientists were investigating
the impact of global warming
on the distribution of key
commercial fish species.
They had been following
schools of mackerel and set
theirnetstobringsomeofthem

in.Whentheydidsotheyfound
three tuna among them, each
weighing more than 220lb and
apparently part of a school.
There are two populations of
Atlantic bluefin tuna, one
based in the Mediterranean
and the other in the Gulf of
Mexico. Both range across the
Atlantic, venturing north in
winter and returning south in
summer,buttypicallyavoiding
any water below about 11C.
This is because tuna are
made for speed, hunting by
sight and reaching speeds of up
to 45mph, but their muscles
need to be kept warm, which
has always made them avoid
such northerly waters.
“The recent catches in
2012 are the first scientifically

confirmed presence of the
species in east Greenland
waters in 342 years,” said the
scientists, led by Professor
Brian MacKenzie of Denmark’s
National Institute of Aquatic
Resources,inapaperpublished
in Global Change Biology.
“[They] demonstrate that a
large, highly mobile fish
species is changing its range
and distribution towards
northern regions.
“The capture of three tuna in
the same haul suggests that a
school of 10-100 individuals
was likely present.”
MacKenzie and his colleagues believe that one of the
reasons for the tuna venturing
so far north is simply that
climate change has raised

water temperatures higher
than at any time since such
records began.
The scientists suggest that
the warmer water has triggered a “biological cascade”,
first prompting a northward
migration of the plankton and
then a similar shift by the
mackerel that prey on them.
Tuna, which target mackerel,
haveinturnfollowedtheshoals
northwards.
“If summer temperatures
remain at these levels or continue to rise then it is likely that
bluefin tuna could become a
seasonal component of the
regional fish fauna,” said
MacKenzie and his colleagues.
Bluefin tuna, which can
reach 1,500lb and 10ft in

Blueﬁn tuna
can reach
speeds of up
to 40mph
and may
exceed
450kg
in weight.
The record
price for
a blueﬁn
tuna, which was
sold in Japan,
is £1.09m

10ft

length, are among the most
sought-after commercial fish,
with prize specimens selling
for more than £1m in Japanese
fish markets.
One of the main fisheries is
in the Mediterranean, but
overfishing
has
severely
depleted stocks.
A key question for the scientists is where the tuna caught
off Greenland came from.
Using satellite imagery they
traced the warming of the
Atlantic and discovered that
warm water appears to have
spread towards Greenland
from the southeast, suggesting
the tuna may have originated in
the Mediterranean. The alternative is they may have arrived
from the northwest Atlantic.

70-day freeze to halt sham marriages
Tim Shipman
POLITICAL EDITOR

UNDER plans to be unveiled
this week to crack down on
sham marriages, engaged
couples will have to wait twice
as long to get married.
At present, anyone wanting
to marry must give 15 days’
notice, but that will increase
to 28 days to give Home Office
officials longer to investigate
suspect couples.
In a speech to be given in
London on Tuesday, Nick
Clegg will also outline plans to
put bogus marriages on hold
for up to 70 days to prevent
them from being rushed
through register offices. The

same rules will apply to civil
partnerships for same-sex
couples.
The deputy prime minister
will open a coalition rift over
immigration by contradicting
recent Conservative moves.
Clegg will say that he wants to
restore faith in the system
rather than limit new arrivals.
David Cameron and Theresa
May, the home secretary, are
targeting a net immigration
figure of less than 100,000 a
year, even though the current
figure is more than double that
number.
A Clegg aide said: “Liberal
Democrats want an open,
tolerant and diverse society.
Immigration is a net positive

for the British economy and
society, so we need to restore
faith in the system. Clamping
down on abuses is a priority
for the Lib Dems.”
Under new rules brought
into force by the coalition’s
Immigration Act, registrars
must report couples to the
Home office if it is believed
that they are seeking to cheat
the system.
Up to 2,000 weddings a
year are sham marriages.
Criminal gangs are trafficking
eastern European women to
be “anchor brides” for men
who want to stay in the UK.
Clegg will say: “It is an
insult to registrars and the
institution of marriage when

they have to conduct a
ceremony and the groom
doesn’t even know his future
wife’s maiden name.
“Currently, a marriage
application can be refused if
we can prove it’s fake, but
that can be extremely difficult
when the Home Office has
such little time to react. This
way we build in a brake on
sham marriages speeding
through register offices.”
Clegg’s language on
immigration is a fresh attempt
to show policy differences
with the Tories in the run-up
to the general election. His
announcement on marriage
could anger traditional Tories
who will wonder why those

who want to make a lifelong
commitment to each other
should be penalised in the
same way as those seeking to
defraud the system.
Clegg will also announce
plans to spend more than £1m
on hiring 30 more
enforcement officers to target
companies who pay migrant
workers less than the
minimum wage — an olive
branch to Ed Miliband, the
Labour leader, who has called
for a similar crackdown.
“They will proactively go
after the worst offending
employers, including those
who run care homes,
recruitment agencies and top
hotels,” Clegg will say.
JULIAN ANDREWS

Mallorca’s moral stand Branson sticks
against sins of Shagaluf neck out over
holiday row
BEN CAWTHRA

Hannah Summers
and Bill Bond

AN OFFICIAL code of
conduct for tourists visiting
Magaluf has been drawn up
by authorities in Mallorca in
an effort to clean up the
resort’s image and curb the
bad behaviour of young
British holidaymakers.
The new rules are the
result of a series of meetings
held by officials following
widespread outrage at a
video that went viral last
month showing an
18-year-old girl from
Northern Ireland performing
oral sex on a string of men in
front of a crowd in return for
a free cocktail.
The scene was filmed
during one of the resort’s
notorious bar crawls. It
exemplified the kind of
behaviour that has led the
resort, which is particularly
popular among British
school-leavers, to become
known as “Shagaluf”.
Now the Balearic Islands
Tourist Council, made up of
members of the regional
government as well as hotel
and nightclub owners, is
taking a stand.
The committee has come
up with a code that will see
drunken clients banned from
entering their hotels after a

Sian Griffiths

Magaluf is popular with groups of British school-leavers
night out and a clampdown
on the noise coming from
bars and discos, which will
be enforced by local police.
Anyone caught “balconing”
— a term for hotel guests
who jump from balconies or
climb from one room to
another — will be fined and
evicted along with those who
throw furniture or objects
from their rooms.
Nightspots turning a blind
eye to antisocial behaviour
will also be closed down.
The pub crawl organiser,
Carnage Magaluf, is to be
shut for 12 months along
with Playhouse, the club that
hosted the night when the

teenager was filmed.
Playhouse and Carnage have
also been issued with a joint
fine of £43,500 and last week
were given 15 days to appeal
against the decision.
Meanwhile, the Carnage
website continues to
advertise tickets for pool
parties with the stars of The
Only Way is Essex.
Matthew Ludlow, 25, from
Worcester, is flying to
Magaluf on Tuesday but is
undeterred: “I’ll be looking
to buy some tickets for
Carnage when Iget there. I
have friends out there and
they say this [the video] was
just an isolated incident.”

SIR RICHARD BRANSON,
founder of the Virgin Atlantic
airline, has thrown his weight
behind a campaign to overturn
a crackdown on parents taking
their children out of school for
term-time holidays.
Writing on his Virgin blog
page last week, the billionaire
publicly
backed
Janice
Skelcher, whose story was
featured in last week’s issue of
The Sunday Times, and said
that quality time spent by
families on holiday, whether
during term-time or not, was
“invaluable”.
He added that children
could learn more from
travelling than they ever
could in a classroom.
Skelcher, who was
prosecuted for taking
her children on holiday
to Australia to ease the
stress of caring for a
dying relative, has petitioned MPs to overturn
the government’s tightening up of the law governing school absences.
She was conditionally
discharged and ordered
to pay £400 costs by
magistrates in Nuneaton, Warwickshire,

after she and her husband
refused to pay a fine for taking
their children away.
Since last September head
teachers have been told to
approve absences only in
“exceptional circumstances”.
Some heads’ interpretation of
the rules has led to them banning pupils from attending
weddings, funerals and even
taking a break from school on
the advice of a doctor.
More than 200,000 families
have signed a petition against
the changes and hundreds have
defied the ban to take advantage of cheap holiday prices or
to visit family overseas.
Branson, a father of two,
who owns the island of
Necker in the Caribbean,
said he “wholeheartedly
supported Skelcher in
her campaign to allow
parents to take their
kids on holiday during
school term-time. It is
really important that
kids spend as much time
travelling and learning
aspossible,fromayoung
age.
“I echo her call for
the government to give
greater support and
flexibility for parents
to enable them to

Donna Constable admits lying to her sons’ Reigate school before they went to watch Andy Murray
at Wimbledon. Sir Richard Branson, below left, says schools should allow parents more flexibility
more effectively care for their
children.”
He added: “If there is no
other time when parents can
afford — financially or timewise — to take a holiday, they
should not be punished for
doing so during term.”
Branson, who left school at
16, went on: “Some of my happiest memories are of childhood holidays — some during
term-time, some not. If your
holiday has to be in term-time,
so be it — just ensure children
get the chance to travel. They
may well learn more than they
ever could in a classroom.”
His blog was inundated with

comments, including some
from parents who asked him to
lower Virgin flight prices
during school holiday periods,
when prices are at their peak.
Skelcher posted a thank you to
him for backing her stance.
A growing number of
parents are defying the rules on
term-time absence despite the
risk of prosecution. Last week
Donna Constable told The
Sunday Times that she had lied
to her children’s primary
school in Reigate, Surrey, after
her mother had bought tickets
for Constable’s two boys to
watch Andy Murray at
Wimbledon this summer.

“I knew the school would
say no if I asked for leave of
absence, so I said the boys were
sick,” said Constable. When
the boys, Morgan, 10, and
Taylor, 8, came back from the
day trip, however, they were
“full of tales about Murray and
strawberries and cream”. She
did not want them to have to lie
to their friends about where
theyhadbeen,sosheconfessed
to the school and apologised.
She hopes that by next February when she is again planning to take the boys out of
school for a holiday, the rules
will have been withdrawn.
@siangriffiths6

